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Host
Devastated by the death of her boyfriend after a
routine surgery, fourth-year medical student Lynn
Pierce investigates the accident and discovers a string
of suspicious deaths at the hospital.

Mutation
Pia Grazdani is an exceptional yet aloof medical
student working closely with Columbia University
Medical Center's premier scientist. Their cutting edge
research could revolutionize health care; creating
replacement organs. Through her work with the
brilliant molecular geneticist Dr Tobias Rothman, Pia
knows she will not only be given the chance to fulfil
her professional ambitions - but also maybe finally all
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push aside memories of her difficult, abusive
childhood. However, tragedy strikes in the lab. Pia,
with the help of infatuated classmate George Wilson,
launches an investigation into the unforeseen
calamity in the hospital's supposedly secure biosafety
lab. Meanwhile, two ex-Wall Street whiz-kids think
they have found another lodestone in the nation's
multi-trillion dollar life insurance industry, and race to
find ways to control the data - and make a killing. And
as Pia and George dig deeper into the events at the
lab, matters become increasingly suspicious

Charlatans
In a novel as timely as it is terrifying, New York Timesbestselling author Robin Cook explores the
controversial clash of politics and biotechnology.
When Dr. Daniel Lowell and his partner, Dr. Stephanie
D’Agostino, discover a new cloning procedure that
utilizes stem cells to treat otherwise incurable and
degenerative diseases, they know they’ve hit the
medical jackpot. But with their cutting-edge method
pending approval, they run into a roadblock by the
name of Senator Ashley Butler, who views their
technique as an attack on traditional American
values. Then Butler is diagnosed with rapidly
progressing Parkinson’s disease, and he must make a
Faustian pact with the very doctors whose
groundbreaking technology he is trying to destroy:
treatment in exchange for unwavering support. But
the DNA transference procedure has never been
tested before, and working under less than favorable
conditions to keep the premature trial under wraps,
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the doctors place their careers—and their patient’s
life—at risk, all in the name of scientific progress.
Once they hit the point of no return, they feel
invincible, but when Butler starts experiencing
violent, horrifying seizures, they realize their luck may
have run out…

Blindsight
Pia Grazdani is an exceptional yet aloof medical
student working closely with Columbia University
Medical Center’s premier scientist on cutting edge
research that could revolutionize health care by
creating replacement organs for critically ill patients.
But when tragedy strikes in the lab, Pia, with the help
of classmate George Wilson, launches an
investigation into the unforeseen calamity in the
hospital’s supposedly secure biosafety lab.
Meanwhile, two ex-Wall Street whiz-kids think they’ve
found another loadstone in the nation’s multi-trillion
dollar life insurance industry, and race to find ways to
control actuarial data and securitize the policies of the
aged and infirm to make another killing. As Pia and
George dig deeper into the events at the lab, one
question remains unanswered: is someone attempting
to manipulate private insurance information to allow
investors to benefit from the deaths of others?

Contagion
With a theme reminiscent of Coma, here is Robin
Cook at his disturbing, electrifying best. Set in
Manhattan, Blindsight tells of city forensic pathologist
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Dr. Laurie Montgomery's battle to foil a plot of
unimaginable evil. When a series of unrelated yuppie
deaths by cocaine overdose are reported to the
medical examiner's office, Dr. Montgomery's curiosity
is piqued. As the friends and families of the deceased
uniformly swear that their loved ones weren't
involved with drugs, that curiosity intensifies. But her
feelings turn to anger and frustration when she
attempts to autopsy the bodies and investigate the
deaths, only to find herself at odds with her superiors,
the police department, and the relatives themselves.
The reason for the opposition range from political
expediency to religious belief, but Laurie senses that
something far more menacing links the so-called
random deaths. Jeopardizing her professional future,
Laurie Montgomery sets out to uncover the
truth—which leads her to a distinguished New York
hospital and, beyond that, to nightmare. Robin Cook's
Blindsight creates a chilling, haunting aura of terror
and suspense, where fact and fiction imperceptibly
merge.

Nano: A Pia Grazdani Novel 2
From the author of such medical thrillers as
Chromosome 6 and Invasion comes the story of a
doctor on the run, accused of malpractice, who
uncovers a shocking medical conspiracy. Reissue.

Marker
The New York Times best-seller narrates the
cautionary tale of a deadly epidemic spread not only
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by microbes but by sinister sabotage designed to
bring down the corporate titans of health care.
Reissue.

Death Benefit
The explosive new thriller from New York Timesbestselling author and master of the medical thriller
Robin Cook. Newly minted chief resident at Boston
Memorial Hospital Noah Rothauser is swamped in his
new position, from managing the surgical schedules
to dealing with the fallouts from patient deaths.
Known for its medical advances, the famed teaching
hospital has fitted several ORs as "hybrid operating
rooms of the future"--an improvement that seems
positive until an anesthesia error during a routine
procedure results in the death of an otherwise healthy
man. Noah suspects Dr. William Mason, an egotistical,
world-class surgeon, of an error during the operation
and of tampering with the patient's record afterward.
But Mason is quick to blame anesthesiologist, Dr. Ava
London. When more anesthesia-related deaths start
to occur, Noah is forced to question all of the
residents on his staff, including Ava, and he quickly
realizes there's more to her than what he sees. A
social-media junkie, Ava has created multiple
alternate personas for herself on the Internet. With his
own job and credibility now in jeopardy, Noah must
decide which doctor is at fault and who he can
believe--before any more lives are lost.

Shock
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A New York Times bestselling spine-tingling novel of
medicine run amok by master of medical suspense
Robin Cook Two graduate students decide to solve
their financial problems by becoming egg donors at
an exclusive, highly profitable fertility clinic on
Boston’s North Shore. But second thoughts and
curiosity prompt the two women to find out more
about their donated eggs. Obtaining employment at
the clinic under aliases, they soon discover the
horrifying aims of its research, immediately putting
their lives—and their sanity—irrevocably at risk

Death Benefit: A Pia Grazdani Novel 1
Dr. Cassandra Kingsley is about to discover that
neither her marriage nor her job is what she thought.
And when she sets out to find the truth, it may just kill
her.

Pandemic
Biomolecular researcher Victor Stein creates a son
through the surrogacy process, and while his superior
being develps fantastically well for a time things soon
begin to change horribly

Fatal Cure
Robin Cook is back—with a shocking story of medical
conspiracy. Today, organ transplants are common
miracles of science. But if the supply cannot meet the
demand, how far will people go to find donors? Dr.
Laurie Montgomery, a forensic pathologist, learns the
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terrifying answer when she investigates a series of
fatal "overdose" of young professionals. Some crimes
are beyond comprehension. But seeing is believing *
A Literary Guild? Dual Selection

Cell
Set in the taverns of Paris, this is perhaps the first
classical tragedy of working-class people living in the
slums of a city. The Drinking Den (1877) is part of the
Rougon-Macquart series, a naturalistic history of two
branches of a family traced through several
generations. Zola's work was influenced by
contemporary theories of heredity and experimental
science, and the behaviour of the two families is
shown to be conditioned by environment and
inherited characteristics, chiefly drunkenness and
mental instability.

Blindsight: A Stapleton and Montgomery
Novel 1
Future doctor Adam Schonberg loved his wife. That
was why he took a job with the giant drug firm Arolen,
for the money he needed for their coming baby. His
wife, Jennifer, felt she would get the best of care at
the Julian Clinic as her pregnancy progressed. It
seemed a happy coincidence that the Julian Clinic was
owned by Arolenuntil Adam Schonberg slowly began
to suspect the terrifying truth about this
connectionand about the hideous evil perpetrated on
the wife he loved by the doctor she helplessly trusted
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Terminal
Both of them suspected that something was
wrong--terribly wrong--in the great medical research
center where they worked. Both of them wondered
why a beautiful young woman had died on the
operating table and her brain secretly removed. Both
of them found it impossible to explain the rash of
female patients exhibiting bizarre mental breakdowns
and shocking behavior. Both of them were placing
their careers and very lives in deadly jeopardy as they
penetrated the eerie inner sanctums of a medical
world gone mad with technological power and the lust
for more

Mindbend
Charles Martel is a brilliant cancer researcher who
discovers that his own daughter is the victim of
leukemia. The cause: a chemical plant conspiracy that
not only promises to kill her, but will destroy him as a
doctor and a man if he tries to fight it

Miss Julie
The author of Chromosome 6 presents another thriller
that gives readers an unsettling glimpse into the
dangers of antidepressant drugs and tackles the
ethics involved in such personality-altering
medications as Prozac. Reissue.

Vital Signs
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Mary Cassatt never thought leaving America and
moving to Paris to pursue her artistic dreams would
be easy. After her work is rejected from the Paris
Salon, she begins to doubt whether her art is truly
any good. Then one evening a friend introduces her to
Edgar Degas and her life is changed forever. Robin
Oliveira brilliantly re-creates the irresistible world of
Belle epoque Paris, as she imagines a romance
between two impressionist painters.

Genesis
The world's bestselling master of the medical thriller,
Robin Cook skillfully combines human drama and hightech thrills with the latest breakthroughs and
controversies of modern medicine. Now, in his most
daring novel yet, a mysterious transmission from the
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean leads a crew of
oceanographers and divers to a phenomenon beyond
scientific understanding - a discovery that will change
everything we know about life on Earth…

Fortunes of War
A lavishly funded, security-conscious nanotechnology
institute in the foothills of the Rockies, Nano is ahead
of the curve in the competitive world of molecular
manufacturing, including the construction of
microbivores, tiny nanorobots with the ability to
gobble up viruses and bacteria. But when Pia
Grazdani takes a job there, she’s shocked by the
secretive corporate culture. She’s warned by her boss
not to investigate the other work being done at the
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gigantic facility, nor to ask questions about the source
of the seemingly endless capital that funds the
institute’s research. And when Pia encounters a fellow
employee on a corporate jogging path suffering the
effects of a seizure, she soon realizes she may have
literally stumbled upon Nano’s human guinea pigs. Is
the tech giant on the cusp of one of the biggest
medical discoveries of the twenty-first century—a
treatment option for millions—or have they already
sold out to the highest bidder?

Chromosome 6
Pediatrician Melissa Blumenthal will try any scientific
method available to conceive--until the horrible
secrets of an urban clinic erupt in a nightmare of
staggering proportions

The Drinking Den
New York Times-bestselling author Robin Cook takes
on the ripped-from-the-headlines topic of harnessing
DNA from ancestry websites to catch a killer in this
timely and explosive new medical thriller. When the
body of twenty-eight-year-old social worker Kera
Jacobsen shows up on Chief New York City Medical
Examiner Laurie Montgomery's autopsy table, at first
it appears she was the victim of a tragic yet routine
drug overdose. But for Laurie and her new pathology
resident, the brilliant but enigmatic Dr. Aria Nichols,
little things aren't adding up. Kera's family and friends
swear she never touched drugs. Administrators from
the hospital where Kera worked are insisting the case
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be shrouded in silence. And although Kera was ten
weeks pregnant, nobody seems to know who the
father was--or whether he holds the key to Kera's final
moments alive. As a medical emergency temporarily
sidelines Laurie, impulsive Aria turns to a
controversial new technique: using genealogic DNA
databases to track down those who don't want to be
found. Working with experts at a start-up ancestry
website, she plans to trace the fetus's DNA back to
likely male relatives in the hopes of identifying the
mystery father. But when Kera's closest friend and
fellow social worker is murdered, the need for
answers becomes even more urgent. Because
someone out there clearly doesn't want Kera's secrets
to come to light . . . and if Aria gets any closer to the
truth, she and Laurie might find themselves a killer's
next targets.

Foreign Body
After a tumultuous year in which her mentor is
murdered and her estranged father comes back into
her life, Pia Grazdani, the embattled medical student
from 'Death Benefit', decides to take a year off from
her medical studies and escape New York City.
Intrigued by the promise of the burgeoning field of
medical technology and the chance to clear her head,
Pia takes a job at Nanobots. When Pia encounters a
fellow employee on a corporate jogging path,
suffering the effects of a seizure, she soon realizes
she may have literally stumbled upon Nanobot's
human guinea pigs. Is the tech giant on the cusp of
one of the biggest medical discoveries of the twentyPage 11/20
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first century - a treatment option for millions - or have
they already sold out to the highest bidder?

Cure
Pia Grazdani is an exceptional yet aloof medical
student working closely with Columbia University
Medical Center’s premier scientist. Their cutting edge
research could revolutionize health care; creating
replacement organs. Thorough her work with the
brilliant molecular geneticist Dr Tobias Rothman, Pia
knows she will not only be given the chance to fulfil
her professional ambitions – but also maybe finally all
push aside memories of her difficult, abusive
childhood. However, tragedy strikes in the lab. Pia,
with the help of infatuated classmate George Wilson,
launches an investigation into the unforeseen
calamity in the hospital’s supposedly secure biosafety
lab. Meanwhile, two ex-Wall Street whiz-kids think
they have found another lodestone in the nation’s
multi-trillion dollar life insurance industry, and race to
find ways to control the data – and make a killing. And
as Pia and George dig deeper into the events at the
lab, matters become increasingly suspicious . . .

Outbreak
A mysterious transmission from the depths of the
Atlantic Ocean sends a team of oceanographers and
divers on a perilous quest in search of a discovery
that could transform modern science and the future of
humankind. Original.
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Nano
At a prestigious Florida medical center, brain cancer
patients are treated with a one-hundred-percent
success rate. Sean Murphy, a young medical student,
finds it hard to believe. Is it a miracle cure? Or the
biggest con job in the history of medicine?

Brain
Newly divorced surgeon Dr. Kim Regis is determined
to remain a good father to his only son, Selden. On a
special night out, Kim takes Seldon to his favorite fastfood restaurant for a feast of burgers and fries. But
the good time turns to tragedy: the young boy
becomes gravely ill and dies as a result of poisoning
by E. coli. bacteria found in the meat.Was Seldon's
death a result of shoddy food-handling practices? Or
was it a sophisticated case of product tampering - by
a rival fast-foot giant or a disgruntled employee? Or
perhaps by someone with a score to settle with Kim?
Taking a leave from his surgical practice, Kim devotes
his energies to solving the mystery full time. But he
immediately hits a brick walls: a code of silence more
impenetrable than anything he has ever encountered
in his medical career. Instead of a cold-shoulder
reception, however, Kim is soon met with a boot and
a fist as thugs attempt to quash his inquiry.Aided by
his ex-wife, Kim pursues a trail of deadly evidence,
uncovering complicity and guilt stretching from the
slaughterhouse floor to the corporate boardroom.
Racing against time before more are poisoned, the
two come face-to-face with the shocking and elusive
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truth. And in their life-and-death search for answers,
they rediscover the reasons they first fell in love. With
trademark pulse-pounding flair, Robin Cook delivers a
cutting-edge thriller, borrowing from today's fears and
tomorrow's medical technology.

Acceptable Risk
The blockbuster bestseller that kickstarted a new
genre--the medical thriller--is now available in trade
paperback for the first time. They called it "minor
surgery," but Nancy Greenly, Sean Berman and a
dozen others--all admitted to Boston Memorial
Hospital for routine procedures--were victims of the
same inexplicable, hideous tragedy on the operating
table. They never woke up. Susan Wheeler is a thirdyear medical student working as a trainee at Boston
Memorial Hospital. Two patients during her residency
mysteriously go into comas immediately after their
operations due to complications from anesthesia.
Susan begins to investigate the causes behind both of
these alarming comas and discovers the oxygen line
in Operating Room 8 has been tampered with to
induce carbon monoxide poisoning. Then Susan
discovers the evil nature of the Jefferson Institute, an
intensive care facility where patients are suspended
from the ceiling and kept alive until they can be
harvested for healthy organs. Is she a participant
in--or a victim of--a large-scale black market dealing
in human organs?

Harmful Intent
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Behind the headlines on cloning--Dr. Robin Cook
blends fact with fiction in one of his most terrifying
bestsellers Chromosome 6 is a prophetic thriller that
challenges the medical ethics of genetic manipulation
and cloning in the jungles of equatorial Africa, where
one mistake could bridge the gap between man and
ape--and forever change the genetic map of our
existence

Abduction
A fast-spreading disease with no cure takes the
United States by storm in Robin Cook's “most
harrowing medical horror story” (The New York
Times). Murder and intrigue reach epidemic
proportions when a devastating plague sweeps the
country. Dr. Marissa Blumenthal of the Atlanta
Centers for Disease Control investigates—and soon
uncovers the medical world's deadliest secret

Seizure
A doctor's life gets turned upside by a dangerous new
technology in this thought-provoking medical thriller
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Robin
Cook. George Wilson, M.D., a radiology resident in Los
Angeles, is about to enter a profession on the brink of
an enormous paradigm shift, foreshadowing a vastly
different role for doctors everywhere. The smartphone
is poised to take on a new role in medicine, no longer
as a mere medical app but rather as a fully
customizable personal physician capable of
diagnosing and treating even better than the real
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thing. It is called iDoc. George’s initial collision with
this incredible innovation is devastating. He awakens
one morning to find his fiancée dead in bed alongside
him, not long after she participated in an iDoc beta
test. Then several of his patients die after undergoing
imaging procedures. All of them had been part of the
same beta test. Is it possible that iDoc is being
subverted by hackers—and that the U.S. government
is involved in a cover-up? Despite threats to both his
career and his freedom, George relentlessly seeks the
truth, knowing that if he’s right, the consequences
could be lethal.

I Always Loved You
With his signature blend of suspense and science,
Robin Cook delivers an electrifying page-turner that
delves into the murky ethics of developing genomic
medicine and modern-day health care As her
relationship with Dr. Jack Stapleton begins to unravel,
Dr. Laurie Montgomery starts investigating the
inexplicable deaths of young, healthy people after
successful routine surgery. She discovers that the
deaths might be intentional—the work of a
remarkably clever serial killer with a shocking motive.
And then Laurie is hit with more devastating news:
she might be carrying the genetic marker for breast
cancer. As the need for answers becomes more
urgent, Laurie is pulled into the nightmare as a
potential victim herself. With time winding down, she
and Jack must put aside the tensions between them in
a race to connect the dots—and save Laurie’s life
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The Year of the Intern
Death Benefit
Four Japanese nationalists storm Tokyo's imperial
palace and behead the emperor. Their goal: to invade
Russia and conquer oil-rich Siberia in order to
dominate the globe. Soon the world explodes in war,
as Japan, Russia and the United States go head-tohead in a struggle that threatens total destruction.
Now three men from three different nations must
meet their ultimate challenge: to fight as patriots in a
war driven by greed and madness--and save the
planet from nothing less than a full-scale nuclear
attack. Stephen Coonts' Fortunes of War is an
explosive, action-packed thriller.

Godplayer
With her son's illness in complete remission, New York
City medical examiner Laurie Montgomery returns to
work-and finds her first case back to be a dangerous
puzzle of the highest order, involving organized crime
and two start- up biotech companies caught in a zerosum game

Fever
In this chilling new novel from the one and only Robin
Cook, New York City medical examiners Laurie
Montgomery and Jack Stapleton rush to India to help a
UCLA student investigating medical tourism-and a
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sinister global conspiracy. From the Paperback
edition.

Toxin
Leaving their urban hospital for a modern medical
facility in Bartlet, Vermont, Doctors Angela and David
Wilson begin to notice puzzling details in the deaths
of several terminal patients there

Coma
One of the greatest classics of modern theater
concerns a willful young aristocrat's seduction of her
father's valet during a Midsummer's Eve celebration.
Complete with Strindberg's highly-regarded critical
preface.

Mortal Fear
Internist Jason Howard believes that eminent
geneticist Dr. Alvin Hayes was murdered and that the
key to his death lies hidden in the Boston Health Care
Clinic's molecular genetics lab

Abduction
New York Times-bestselling author Robin Cook takes
on the cutting-edge world of gene-modification in this
pulse-pounding new medical thriller. When an
unidentified, seemingly healthy young woman
collapses suddenly on the New York City subway and
dies upon reaching the hospital, her case is an eerie
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reminder for veteran medical examiner Jack Stapleton
of the 1918 flu pandemic. Fearful of a repeat on the
one hundredth anniversary of the nightmarish
contagion, Jack autopsies the woman within hours of
her demise and discovers some striking anomalies:
first, that she has had a heart transplant, and second,
that, against all odds, her DNA matches that of the
transplanted heart. Although the facts don't add up to
influenza, Jack must race against the clock to identify
the woman and determine what kind of virus could
wreak such havoc--a task made more urgent when
two other victims succumb to a similar rapid death.
But nothing makes sense until his investigation leads
him into the fascinating realm of CRISPR/CAS9, a geneediting biotechnology that's captured the imagination
of the medical community. . . and the attention of its
most unethical members. Drawn into the dark
underbelly of the organ transplant market, Jack will
come face-to-face with a megalomaniacal
businessman willing to risk human lives in order to
conquer a lucrative new frontier in medicine--and if
Jack's not careful, the next life lost might be his own.
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